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Issues
Accessibility issues on your website in accordance with the WCAG 2.0 Guidelines. Issues can introduce problems for the users of your website.
Re-calculate issues

Overall progress

113 issue types done

2 issue types to do

A

91 issue types with no errors

Image map without reference

1.1.1

'Area' element with no alternative text

1.1.1

Page element is missing a description

1.1.1

Alternative text for image is identical to link text
Alternative text for the image is a file name
The referenced page does not exist

1.1.1

1.1.1

The image does not have the correct alternative
Links should be combined

1.1.1

1.1.1

Incorrect reference for 'aria-labelledby'

1.1.1

WAI-ARIA image is missing alternative text

1.1.1

Page element is missing a description

1.2.3

Reference to non existing image map

1.3.1

Input field is missing a description

1.3.1

'Text area' is missing a description

1.3.1

'Select box' without a description
The heading is missing text
Group form elements

1.1.1

1.3.1

1.3.1

1.3.1

Avoid the use of 'font' tag

1.3.1

Avoid using the 'marquee' tag
Avoid using the 'bold' tag

1.3.1

1.3.1

Use unique identification for elements

1.3.1

Use unique identification for elements

1.3.1

The instruction is not connected to anything
The table has an incorrect reference

1.3.1

Link refers to a non-existing element

1.3.1

Do not use the 'center' tag to center content

1.3.1

1.3.1
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Use correct styling of text

1.3.1

Do not use ‘big’ for text size

1.3.1

Use correct markup for highlighting text
Use correct markup

1.3.1

Do not use ’spacer’

1.3.1

The page contains no headings

1.3.1

1.3.1

Incorrect reference for 'aria-describedby'
Incorrect reference for 'aria-labelledby'
Naming generic landmarks

1.3.1
1.3.1

1.3.1

WAI-ARIA group is missing a name
Link identified only by color

1.3.1

1.4.1

Wrong use of time limit with meta direct
Wrong use of time limit

2.2.1

2.2.1

The webpage should have exactly one title element
The webpage title has no text

2.4.2

'Area' element with no alternative text
Image link has no alternative text
The link text is not sufficient

2.4.4

2.4.4

2.4.4

Incorrect reference for 'aria-labelledby'
Set the language of the page
Missing button in form

2.4.4

3.1.1

3.2.2

Provide a button for 'select box'

3.2.2

WAI-ARIA validation error on load

3.3.1

Input field is missing a description

3.3.2

'Text area' is missing a description

3.3.2

'Select box' without a description
Group form elements
Field label is not visible

2.4.2

3.3.2

3.3.2
3.3.2

Incorrect reference for 'aria-describedby'
Incorrect reference for 'aria-labelledby'
WAI-ARIA group is missing a name

3.3.2
3.3.2

3.3.2

Use unique identification for elements

4.1.1

Input field is missing a description

4.1.2

'Text area' is missing a description

4.1.2

'Select box' without a description

4.1.2

The frame does not have a description
The iFrame is missing a description

4.1.2

4.1.2

Invalid WAI-ARIA role, state or property
Incorrect reference for 'aria-labelledby'

4.1.2
4.1.2
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Missing required WAI-ARIA states or properties
WAI-ARIA image alternative will be ignored
Redundant WAI-ARIA labels

4.1.2

1.1.1

1.1.1

Non-corresponding image alternatives
Avoid using the 'i' tag

1.3.1

Using correct markup

1.3.1

1.1.1

There is no top level heading (H1) on the page
Landmarks with identical names
Non-distinguishable landmarks
Skip repeated content

1.3.1

1.3.1
1.3.1

2.4.1

WAI-ARIA alert dialog included on load

3.3.1

Aria-atomic="true" missing on error container
Redundant WAI-ARIA attribute

4.1.2

Descriptive 'aria-labelledby' attribute
Video / audio needs alternative

1.1.1

1.2.1

Multi media content needs captions

1.2.2

Multi media content needs alternative
Use correct styling of text
Using standard landmarks

3.3.1

1.2.3

1.3.1
1.3.1

Additional information with WAI-ARIA

1.3.1

Descriptive 'aria-labelledby' on interface controls
Audio control

1.3.1

1.4.2

Descriptive 'aria-labelledby' on link
Links might have to be combined

2.4.4
2.4.4

Links might be non-distinguishable

2.4.4

Descriptive 'aria-label' on interface controls

4.1.2

?
AA

6 issue types with no errors

Color contrast is not sufficient

1.4.3

Wrong location of navigational link
Language declaration is invalid

2.4.5

3.1.2

WAI-ARIA alert dialog included on load
Live multi media content needs captions

3.3.3
1.2.4

Multi media content needs audio description

1.2.5

AAA
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Color contrast is not sufficient

35

1.4.6

The link text seems not to be descriptive

pages

2.4.9

1

page

16 issue types with no errors
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